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Import tab

Navigation Pane

Introduction
NVivo is a software tool designed for use in qualitative data analysis. This booklet is designed
to accompany the workshop and assumes that you have little or no knowledge of the software
as we introduce you to the NVivo interface. We will take you through the most common
functions and we will go through these stages as a group, and you will be given the
opportunity to practice on your own after we talk you through each step. Today, we will work
with 9 transcripts about volunteering.
NVivo 12 can work with a range of data (audio, image, video, database as well as social
media and full websites, through NCapture), although we will focus on text (e.g., transcripts).
Please note that the interface is slightly different between Windows and Mac versions, and
that there may be compatibility issues between these two platforms as well as with older
versions. Further details will be sent toward the end of the workshop about license keys and
other support.

The NVivo interface
Starting with the bottom left-hand corner (the Navigation Pane Options), NVivo operates in
a clockwise system in terms of displays. Note, the ribbon or the tabs, at the top, will always
be there.

Import tab
Use the data tab to choose the type of sources you wish to import into your data (see above
for location of Import tab)
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In the Import tab, you will see a range of options for the type of data that NVivo can work
with. Put your mouse over each icon for further information about the formats. We will work
with Files (circled above) in this workshop.
•

To import a text transcript, click on the Import tab near the top (3rd option from the
left), then click on the Files icon. A pop-up window will appear. Choose the relevant
file/s (e.g. Anna) and click Open, then Import then OK.

You can view your imported documents when you have clicked on the Files icon under Data
in the Navigation Pane. If you double click on your transcripts (e.g., Anna), under the larger
Files window, your document with open underneath, with a small tab to close the file when
finished.

‘Click to edit’ appears at the top of the each source, and you can click on it if you wish to make
changes inside the transcript. Otherwise, the file is ‘read only’.

Memo
Memo are a kind of source that you may create directly into your project and which can
include any information that you think it is relevant to your data collection process, data files
etc. For example, if you are conducting interviews, you could create Memos for each interview
describing the context of the interview (where, when with whom it was taking place, your
own impressions of conducting the interview, the interview questions that were used etc.).
•

To create a Memo, go to the Create tab at the top of the screen (4th option from the
left). Click on the Memo icon. Give it a Name (e.g., Anna’s memo) and click on OK.
Your new memo will open in the detail view and you now start writing your notes.

In Navigation Pane for Notes, click on the Memo icon to see a list of the memos you have
created.
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To create a Memo link, Right-click on the document (e.g., Anna’s transcript) under
Data/Files, go to Memo Links, and then either click Link to new Memo if you have not
yet created the memo you wish to make the link to or click Link to Existing Memo if
the Memo already exists in your project. Please keep in mind that you can only link
one source to one memo.

2: Go to Memo Link
1: Right click on Anna

Annotations
Annotations are notes you can make as you read or listen/watch your data. These could be
anything from definitions of words your participants are mentioning to ideas you might have
as you explore your data.
•

To create an annotation, use your mouse to highlight the word or piece of text you
wish to make a note for. Then, right click on the highlighted text. On the new window
appearing, click New Annotation.

1: Highlight some text,
right click on the text
2: Scroll down to
New Annotation
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This will create a new row at the bottom of your screen that you can write your notes in. The
text that you had previously highlighted will now appear as highlighted in blue as a sign that
it is linked to an annotation. Each annotated is numbered under the Item heading.

Enter notes in the box here. This is
Item, or Annotation 1

To remove the Annotations tab at the bottom of your transcript, go to the Document tab (at
the top) and uncheck the Annotations option.

If you want to see all the Annotations you have created in your project, then go to the
Navigation Pane and click on Notes -> Annotations to see the list you have created for all
your sources in your project.

Coding
If you already know the codes you want to use to categorise your data (i.e. you have a specific
interview schedule with predetermined topics), then you can create a node before you begin
the coding process (e.g. framework analysis). You can do this by using the Create tab on the
top of the user interface, and click on the blue circular icon Node.
New Node can also be created as you begin to organise your sources (e.g., open coding
approach). You can use the ‘Document tab’, the ‘Toolbar’, ‘Right click’, ‘Hot Keys’ and ‘Drag
and drop’ options. To create your new node using these options you first highlight a word,
sentence or paragraph you wish to categorise, because you give it a name (and description)
Your highlighted text will be categorised (coded) under the new node you just created.
•

Whilst coding, you might also find the Highlight function to be useful, which can be
activated under the Document tab at the top. This function can highlight the texts that
are already coded, although it does not tell you which codes the text have been coded
in.
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Document tab
•

Using the Document tab at the top of the screen, you can create a new node after you
have highlighted the text you wish to categorise using your mouse, and then click on
the Code icon under the Document Tab. A pop-up window appears. Click New Node
on the bottom left to create a new node. A new blue icon appears, and you should
edit the text (‘New Node’) with the name of this node (e.g., Code 1) and then click OK.

4. Give a name to your node and
then click OK at the bottom of this
pop out window
2. Click Code icon

3. Click New Node

1. Highlight text you wish to code

If you wish to code into a node/theme you have already generated, you will click on the list
of nodes under Nodes in the pop-up window, then click OK. It is possible to code one
text/word into multiple nodes at once.
Toolbar
The Toolbar is located at the bottom of the user interface (and this is different for MAC users).
To create a new node, highlight the text you wish to categorise using your mouse, and then
enter the name of your New Node next to Code at before clicking the green tick icon. There
will not be a new window asking for name and description using this option to create a new
node, as you have already entered the node name when you created it.
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Click the green ‘tick’
Enter name of new node

To code into an existing node, you could click on the shoot down menu or the […] icon just
before the green tick option, which will open up a popup window in the same way as the
analyse tab.
Right click
To create a new code, simply highlight a text you wish to categorise and right click on your
mouse. Click Code and a new window will appear (the same as using Code under Document
tab). Click New Node at the bottom left to create new node, or click on existing codes to code
into existing codes.
1: Highlight some text, right click
2: Click Code

Hot keys
Using the ‘hot keys’ may be preferred for those who likes to use the keyboard when they
code. Press Ctrl + F2 with your highlighted text.
Drag and drop
You can also use the ‘Drag and Drop’ method to code. Highlight the text you wish to code and
then hold down your left mouse on your highlighted text and move the mouse cursor to the
node you wish to code that text into and release the left mouse button.
You might wish to switch your viewing window from ‘bottom’ to ‘right’ (from the Home tab,
then Detail View option on the right side of the tab) and ensure you have the source and
reference headings activated as you code.
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Highlight some text, hold down left
button of mouse, move the mouse to
the node you wish to code (e.g., Worklife balance), then release your left
click on the mouse

Uncoding
You will need to do this when you mistakenly code something with the wrong node and at
later stages in the analysis when you ‘fine tune’ your coding. Uncoding is similar to coding,
and can be done with the Document tab, Toolbar and Right Click. You can also uncode
through the source, by using the Coding Stripes.

To uncode from a node, you remove data you coded within a particular code.
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To uncode using the Document tab, you highlight the text(s) you wish to remove and
then click Uncode from this node.
To uncode using the Toolbar, you highlight the text(s) you wish to remove and then
click the small red cross icon on the bottom right of the screen.
To uncode using the Right Click, you highlight the text(s) you wish to remove and then
right mouse click and click Uncode from this node.

To uncode from the source using the coding stripes, you will need to open a transcript (e.g.,
Anna) and from Document tab at the top, click on Coding stripes and choose all nodes coding
to see all coding you have done for that person.

Coding stripe – name of
node spelt vertically

The coding stripe maps the coding for each transcript in parallel with a colour stripe on the
right side of the screen. To uncode, right click on the coloured stripe and click uncode.

Hierarchy
If you wish to combine two of your codes, you use cut and then merge into selected notes.
This might be necessary as you refine your nodes.
Sub-nodes function exactly the same as the main node. In fact, most sub-nodes were
created as main nodes, before being organised into a sub-node. It is useful to think of it as the
main theme and sub-theme. The easiest way to organise your nodes into a hierarchy is to use
the cut and paste option. By selecting the node you wish to move (from being the main node
to a sub-node, for instance), you can right click on that node you wish to move, then click cut,
and then paste it into the node you wish to move under (as a sub-node). You can also use
‘drag and drop’ to organise your nodes into a hierarchy, by dragging (holding left mouse click
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down on the node you wish to move) and releasing it onto the nodes you wish to come under.
Often, we create a new node and group our existing nodes under them.
1. Right click
on a node,
click cut

2. Right click
on a theme,
then click
‘paste’

Aggregate codes
If you wish to include all the coding you have
made in your ‘sub nodes’ into your main
node, then all you have to do is to aggregate
the main nodes. Right click on the main node
(e.g., Theme 1) and scroll down to the bottom
and click on Aggregate Coding from Children.

Right click
on ‘Theme
1’ or the
main nodes

Case Classification
In NVivo 12 details about your units of analysis can be recorded (and as a result used in certain
searches) using a feature called Classifications and Attributes. Classifications can be found
under File and Case in the Navigation Pane options on the left hand side of the screen.
Classifications are applied to original source documents and it is easiest to use them to record
and analyse important details about your data that cannot be found in the text. These details
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are called Attributes. If your unit of analysis is people, the Classification you create will
represent your participants and the Attributes you create will represent their demographic
details, or other details relevant to your research. For instance, every interviewee will have a
gender, an age or a socio-economic class; thinking of Classification as a way of grouping
people is the easiest way to start. We will say more in the workshop about the apparent
difference between source and case classification. We will be using Case Classification here,
as our data are participants.
Case classification
To create Case Classification. Go to the Case icon on the navigation panel and click on Case
Classification. Right click with your mouse in the empty white space for Case Classifications
(see below) and click on new classification. You could name your new classification
‘demographic data’.

Right
click on
blank
space
Right click on
‘demographic
data’, then click
New attribute

Attributes
To create your attributes, you have to ‘right click’ on your newly created classification, and
then click on New Attribute. Be wary you are not creating a new classification. A new attribute
window will appear, with the tabs ‘General’ and ‘Values’. The former is where you will give a
name to your attribute, and the latter is where you will input the values (or available options).
Once you have the ‘Values’ screen open, click on add to add a value, for example, add the
gender values ‘female and ‘male’ and then click ok.
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Click add
to create
new row

Linking your data to case classifications
When your list of attributes are ready, you
will then need to link the case classification
(i.e., ‘Demographic data’) to your
participants.

Right
click after
you have
pressed
Ctrl + A

• First, we will need convert your
participants into ‘case nodes’ (in order
for it to link with case classification).
• To do this, go back to ‘Sources’ in the
navigation pane options and then
select all your interviewees (Ctrl + A)
and right click.
• As in the picture above, scroll down to
Create as, then click on Create as cases.

A popup window will appear.
Look at the bottom and click the
arrow
under
Assign
to
classification
and
select
demographic data, and the click
Ok

Click on
the arrow
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You will now see your participants as a case under the cases folder under Cases (see below)

Finally, we can now apply the
values to our participants.

Double click to open

Click on the classification menu
and make sure you are under the
Case classification folder.

Click to choose options

Either double click now on
Demographic data, or right click,
then press open classification
sheet to see the list of options on
the right
Choose the value options by
clicking on each cell
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Maps
To explore the maps option, either go to the Explore tab at the top, or use the Map option on
the navigational pane options. We will explore this a little more in the workshop. It is easier
to see and demonstrate, and once you have seen it should be easier to understand.

Mind map
A visual way to think about one theme and its possible subthemes, which can then be
converted into nodes. The key control panels are highlighted below (sibling idea, child idea,
floating idea and ‘Create as Nodes’).

Project map
A visual representation of your project so far, such as the relationships between your data
and themes. The most important icon is ‘Add project items’, located at the top.
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Concept map
Using shapes and connectors to sketch out your ideas, which might be your literature,
theories research questions and your themes/findings.

Queries
There is a number of different searches you can do using NVivo. These can be found under
the Explore tab. The two most common (and useful) queries you can run are ‘Frequency
Query’, ‘Text Search Query’ and ‘Matrix Coding Query’, which are explained in more detail
below. In the workshop, we will begin with the ‘Word Frequency’, which is very
straightforward and has some fancy functions!

Word frequency
Either click on ‘Word frequency’ in the tab, or right-click in the blank space under the
query window. We will explain what the options mean in the workshop but these
are relatively self-explanatory.
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When the results appear, you will see on the right-hand side there are further options (Word
cloud, TreeMap and Cluster Analysis). Again, we will talk these through in the workshop.

Word search
This search is useful when you wish to look for certain words or phrases across your whole
data set (or particular individuals or themes). To create a new text search query, click on text
search under the Query tab.

If you are happy with your results you can right click on the empty spaces in the detailed view
(i.e., the results) and click Store Query Results.

Matrix coding query
Matrix Coding queries are a powerful tool for searching your data for possible trends or
patterns. Using a ‘Matrix Coding Query’ you can cross reference one set of codes against
another, or against some ‘Attributes’ (e.g., gender, males and females). This can show you
where elements of your analysis overlap and help you to develop theories about your work.
For instance, your theory might be that gender influences your participants’ views and
motivation of volunteering. To test this theory, you could cross-reference your coding of
‘views of volunteering’ with your attribute of ‘gender, which will show you the overlap
between different views and gender groups. To run a ‘Matrix Coding Query’, click on Matrix
coding on the tab (or right-click and choose the relevant search). Below, we highlight all the
key icons:

Choose the ‘labels’ of your rows and columns in this matrix table using the + icons
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If you clicked on ‘Select Item’, another window will pop-up, where you can then choose the
labels, using your existing data.

Usually, if the ‘Rows’ are selected with your coding/themes, then the ‘Columns’, using the + icon, we
will choose ‘Select Items’. For example, we could choose the values of Female and Male under the
Gender attribute, located under Case Classifications. If you wish to filter, say, only showing females,
then we could choose ‘Select Attribute Values’ and make that decision.

When ready, click on run query and a table will be produced showing how many instances
were coded with the nodes about volunteering and motivations (e.g., Theme 1) across gender
(i.e., male and female). The numbers in the cell are the number of references that you have
coded for each node, separated by gender. You can change the meanings of the numbers in
the cell. To do that, right-click on the table, then select Cell Content and you can then choose
Sources coded, all classification. Feel free to explore other options.
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To see the text coded under each node for a particular gender, double-click on the cell and
this will take you to the sources so you can see in detail the results. You can also see that on
the right-hand side, there is a tab called Charts – this will present the data/numbers in an
interactive table.
There are also useful visual/colour functions at the top, under the ‘Matrix’ tab whilst running
a coding matrix query.

Other functions
Reports (Under Output on Navigation pane)
A list of predefined wizards to illustrate the type or amount of sources and coding in your
data.

Help
NVivo has a very useful and comprehensive ‘help’ feature built into the software. Since it is
unlikely you will remember everything from this workshop, this final section covers the
different help features associated with NVivo, for when you start to use NVivo on your own.
•
•

Click on File, located on the top left corner of the software. Scroll down to Help.
You will see a number of options, and the most useful are the first option, NVivo Help,
as that will open an internet browser window where you can also find the other
options (e.g. NVivo Getting Started Guide and NVivo Tutorial).

Online refresher
Import, memo and annotation: https://youtu.be/LnavhMQCrRU
Coding and uncoding: https://youtu.be/iH2vQ0hCLgk
Classifications and attributes: https://youtu.be/ApJ_-vfx-kw
Word frequency and text search: https://youtu.be/mFzpUfWyNX0
Matrix coding query: https://youtu.be/OCrq3ZVlDq0
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